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“We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created 
them”        
          Einstein 
 
Many leaders are overwhelmed by the increasing complexity of the problems they face. 
A new framework for understanding and managing this reality is needed; one that is 
capable of helping them navigate a world of interconnectedness and constant change.  
 
This workshop is designed for people whose work and passion is to bring about improved 
social realities; in groups, within organisations and across organisations. It is aimed at 
leaders who work to create a more equitable and sustainable future. Their work might be 
to tackle climate change, to provide better opportunities for children regardless of their 
means, or to change organisations to be more responsive to social challenges.  

 
What this workshop will offer: 

• Fundamental principles of Systems Thinking, and the systemic perspective or 
approach 

• An understanding of the shift from a mechanistic to a systemic approach and why 
this is helpful 

• Insight into the role of change in a complex social system 
• An opportunity to work with practical applications of systemic principles to solve 

multidimensional problems. 

 
Why Systems Thinking is important: 
 
It provides a new framework for understanding and working with: 

Change 
By reframing change and seeing it as a life-sustaining force that promotes evolution 
and sustainability 
Complexity 



By recognising complexity and developing the competence to work within it 
Relationship 
By understanding that relationships are key to solving problems with multiple causes 
and effects 

Leadership and Learning  
By realising that learning creates a choice for leading change and self-renewal. 
 

 
In what ways it will assist participants: 

• Bring a view of the “larger whole”, the whole system, and use it with confidence 
when trying to bring about change 

• Recognise interdependencies, work past existing boundaries and maximise 
unexpected opportunities 

• See and use the resources inherent in social systems more effectively 
• Work with relevant social problems, and apply systems thinking principles. 

 
 
WHEN:    21-22 September 2009 (08h30-17h00 for each day) 
WHERE:   Classroom 7, Gordon Institute of Business Science 
FACILITATORS:  Pam Lamond and Colleen Magner 
COST:   R3000 per person 
RSVP:    To Dineo Ndlanzi at ndlanzi@reospartners.com by  
    4 September 2009 
    Payment to: Reos Social Innovation 
    Standard Bank, Killarney Branch 
    Branch code: 7205 
    Account number: 200287362 
 
 
Upcoming Reos Institute Events: 
 
7-9 October: Art of Hosting: A Practical Guide to Facilitation Tools 
9-10 November: Scenario Planning 
 
 
 
 


